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near the top—suggest realistic perspective at work, the lines of the tiles 
form a grid parallel to the picture plane, refusing to converge on a 
vanishing point.

Mirror Stage also brings a figural mismatch to the fore. The boy 
stands by a reflective surface of uncertain kind—a window? a swim-
ming pool? the mirror suggested by the title?—pointing at his almost-
double while narrowing and averting his gaze; yet the double has 
hollows for eyes and a mouth and is holding up a hand. The raised hand 
might be a warning, an admonishment, or a plea to be freed from 
behind the glass. Personality or politics might enter your reading of the 
disparity between the boy and his second self. Veldkamp’s pictures, 
with their fine balance of haziness and composure, ask you to reflect 
on reflection—on how what’s reflected might be your view on personal 
and collective histories. When we think about our dreams, Jung wrote, 
“the ascertainment of the meaning is . . . an entirely arbitrary affair, and 
this is where the hazards begin.” But no: It isn’t entirely arbitrary, and 
where hazards begin, beauty does too.

—Cal Revely-Calder
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Voracious green-and-purple creepers infested Zoe Williams’s recent 
show, evoking predatory tubers and feelers. The show’s title, “Tendresse 
Tendril,” pointed to the artist’s interest in etymological roots as well as 
physical ones. Both words come from the Latin tener, which means 
“soft” or “delicate.” While tenderness was not always obvious in the 
works on view, tendrils ran rampant—sprouting up in the form of sea 
anemones (real and digitally animated), Medusa-like ceramic locks, 
and long wormy glass tears. 

The centerpiece of the show was the seven-minute video Tendresse 
Tendril (Worms’ Meat) (all works 2021), whose soundtrack paired a 
haunting original score by London-based sound and visual artist Susu 
Laroche with a recitation of a speech from Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet. In the monologue, Mercutio invokes Queen Mab (a diminutive 
fairy who travels in a hazelnut-shell “chariot” pulled by a “grey-coated 
gnat” and scurries “over sleeping humans, haunting their dreams and 

infecting their deepest desires”); Williams accompanies Laroche’s read-
ing with footage of a giantess (Williams herself, though we don’t see 
her face, clad in fishnets and high heels) tromping through the muddy 
terrain and small rock pools of Cornwall, UK. But rather than this 
imposing figure, the undulant inhabitants of those aquatic microbi-
omes—anemones known as snakelocks—were what seemed to embody 
the sprite’s wily and infectious energy. In the video’s final scene, these 
snakelocks envelop a gold coin, covering it completely with their 
poisonous, purple-tipped tentacles. The potentially toxic effects of such 
an embrace were not revealed in the video but could be seen in the 
sculptures on view, which appeared like artifacts wrested out of Mab’s 
world into ours.

Two glazed-ceramic portrait busts, Algol’s Maid and Algol’s Mistress, 
closely resembled the androgynous long-haired figures decorating the 
coins in Williams’s video. In both sculptures, what initially read as 
green tresses (albeit with telltale mauve tips) cascade down to their 
shoulders and spill out of their mouths and eye sockets like maggots on 
rotting flesh. Algol’s Confidant, a similar wall-mounted ceramic head, 
was an even more extreme vision of decay. Here, snakelocks anemones 
spread across a severely eroded face, and moss sprouts forth from deep 
gouges in its cheek and forehead. Though undeniably grisly, these 
cohorts of Algol (“demon’s head” in Arabic, and the name of a star in 
the constellation of Perseus sometimes referred to as “the winking eye 
of Medusa”) also described regeneration. Offering up an ecological 
interpretation of the wicked Gorgon with snakes for hair, Williams 
presented anemones as tender partners in the natural process of decom-
position, which enables new growth to take root. 

Another moment of tenderness came from a pair of crying eyes 
mounted on the wall. Made from fused Murano glass, Tendresse gaze 
votives (wrath) recalls the evil-eye beads produced by many cultures 
and believed to provide protection to those who wear or carry them. 
The fact that Williams’s version appeared to be shedding long green 
purple-tipped tears gave her talisman a somewhat different assuasive 
function. Instead of pretending to ward off Queen Mab, Algol, Medusa, 
or any other evil spirit, these brimming eyes expressed empathic con-
cern for the unpleasant but inevitable transition from human to worms’ 
meat to fertilizer for new plant life. 

—Mara Hoberman
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In her book Everybody (2021), Olivia Laing describes corporeality as 
involving a “system of control and punishment that is invisible until 
you happen to transgress it in some way.” Maja Bajevic would likely 
agree. Born in Sarajevo, she arrived Paris in the 1990s and remained 
through the Yugoslav Wars. Since then, she has been grappling with the 
shattering effects of violence on personal identity. In new works created 
for her exhibition “Echos,” Bajevic conjured, through video and instal-
lation, the anxiety stemming from collective sociopolitical crises (so 
many to choose from). Sampling from archives and media resources, 
she drew attention to contemporary American racism, the anger of 
French gilets jaunes, and prisoners once held by the Gestapo within the 
area neighboring the exhibition space. 

In the second room, the visitor encountered A Conversation / You 
Take My Breath Away (all works cited, 2022): two tall ventilators 
positioned face-to-face, with LED displays flashing words as though 
the steel structures were animated by consciousness and were conversing. 
One flashed inquiries: pourquoi? / peur de quoi? / que veux tu 
dire? (Why? / Afraid of what? / What do you mean?). The other 

Zoe Williams,  
Algol’s Mistress, 

2021, glazed ceramic, 
195⁄8 × 187⁄8 × 85⁄8".
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